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Mr/Mdm Chairperson,

Buorre beaivi, buvttan dearvuo aid Samis.

I speak on behalf of the three Sami Parliaments and the Saami Conuncil. I am also co-chairing

the Steering Committee for the International Year of Indigenous Languages as a

representative of Arctic Region.

It is a heritage of colonization and settlement, that Indigenous homelands, and thus,

Indigenous languages, often cross state and regional borders. This is the case in Sapmi, our

homelands are divided by the borders of four different states. Cross-border cooperation is

necessary to ensure that our languages that extend across national borders are similarly

strengthened and developing in the same direction. The States should encourage and

support such cooperation, both financially and when it comes to legislation.

Mr/Mdm Chairperson

There is an old Sami saying; a writing hand reaches far. This is even more true in the age of

the world wide web and modern technology. We are facing a digital leap. There is a clear

danger that indigenous peoples and indigenous languages will not be in a position to take

part in the technological revolution that will be shaping our future. The future of Indigenous

languages is not only a question of preservation, but also a matter of conquering new arenas

of communication.

For indigenous languages to keep up with digitalization, it is imperative that there are

language technology tools available incur languages. Such tools would make it easier to use

our written languages, making them generally more visible in everyday life.

Today, a number of large companies make language tools for majority languages, without

being open to adding or integrating lesser-used languages into their selections.

Technological companies should integrate indigenous language tools into their products.

At the same time, it is crucial to follow certain ethical guidelines when developing tools for

indigenous languages. It is vital to collaborate with the language groups for which the tools

are being made, and that the tools are the ones the language groups themselves need. In

addition, most important, since indigenous languages are usually minority languages, is that

language technology be accessible to everyone.

The International Year of Indigenous Languages offers a wonderful opportunity to shed light

on these challenges.



We must cooperate to promote a good working relationship and secure access to the

Internet and language technology tools to help us safeguard the survival of the indigenous

languages of the world.

Thank you for your attention.


